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Editor's Notes
Warmest greeting from the editorial team,

It's been a while since the first publication of this Medical Bulletin. We've got much positive feedback on our
first edition, and we appreciate everyone who has taken the time to write to us about it. We value your feedback
on what we do. We are pleased to share the second edition of our Medical Bulletin, keeping you up to date with
all the remarkable programs and achievements occurring within the Faculty of Medicine.

Until next time!
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SEITIVITC
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DEANERIES
TOWNHALL

Townhalls are a critical part of engaging

made an initiative to change this by bringing

people. It brings an entire group to discuss

them to the table to discuss their concerns.

important topics and align everyone together.

On 26th June 2021, a meeting held via

Due

face

Microsoft Team. “The Deaneries Town Hall

difficulties and challenges throughout their

Session with Students” was conducted for two

studies. Sometimes, students find it difficult to

hours. One hour for Pre-Clinical students

speak freely about the particular challenges

(Year 1 and 2) and another hour for Clinical

they

students (Year 3, 4 and 5).

to

Covid-19,

face

Recognizing

in
this

many

the

students

education

gap,

the

system.
Corporate

Communication Unit and Student Committee,

The meeting started at 2:00 pm with a prayer.

Faculty of Medicine UiTM,

Subsequently,

the

representative,

Faculty

VOICES OF
#UiTMMedic

student
of

committee

Medicine,

Siti

Umaimah Huda Noraini, welcomed the Dean,
Professor Dr Mohd Zamrin Dimon and Deputy
Dean of Student Affairs, Professor Dr Nazrun.

SESSION WITH STUDENTS
MED BULL'
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Participated along during the meeting were Dr

The

Siti Farah Alwani Mohd Nawi and Dr Nurul

moderated by Nurul Hidayah Mohd Fauzi. The

Alimah Abdul Nasir, lecturers of the faculty.

clinical students also expressed their concerns

The emcee also welcomed all students to the

about

meeting.

rendered unclear as to the situation nowadays

In

the

welcome

address,

she

explained that the gathering would be the
place for students to ask questions and share
their experience in the current situation.

The

meeting

continued

with

next

session

their

resumed

housemanship,

at

3:00

pm,

which

has

at worrying state.

"

Their confusion and doubt were

open

understandable;

therefore,

the

communication lines between the students

deaneries reassured them not to

and the deaneries. One of the students asked

worry because the faculty will try

about vaccination for students. The Deputy
Dean, Professor Nazrun, responded that they

the best to ensure the training is

were trying their best to arrange the vaccine

ample

for

for all medical students as soon as possible.

workforce

them
later

unprecedented

to

face

during
times.

the
these

Students

were advised to focus on their
studies and maintain good physical

"

and mental health.

The town hall was participated by around 730
students. The program ended at 4.00 pm.

"

Professor
students

Nazrun
not

advised

to

cancel

the
their

vaccination if they are already on the
list.

Other

highlighted

issues

that

regarding

were
their

examination result and how to cope
with stress and mental health issues

"

during online classes.
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MANDARIN
FOR MEDICINE

Da jia hao (Hello everyone)!

Prof. Zamrin, with the assistance of Prof.
Ahmad Nazrun, our deputy dean of student

Living in a multi-ethnic country like Malaysia,

affairs, negotiated a collaboration with the

converse in a language other than our mother

Akademi Pengajian Bahasa (APB), Universiti

tongue is an added advantage. With that in

Teknologi MARA Shah Alam. Prof. Nasimul

mind, our dean Professor Dr Mohd Zamrin

Islam

Dimon envisaged that our medical students

coordinator,

would

communicate

Mandarin,

a

widely

was

appointed
and

Dr.

as

the

Mohamed

program
Syarif

with

patients

in

Mohamed Yassin as the assistant coordinator,

spoken

language

in

and Assoc. Prof. Dr Bahiyah Abdullah as the

Malaysia.

ESSENTIAL
MANDARIN
FOR MEDICINE

module coordinator.

Year 3 and 4 undergraduate medical students
were divided into groups of 20. Classes were
scheduled on Saturday mornings in two
sessions; 9 am to 10.30 am and 11 am to 12.30
pm.
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The syllabus was specifically developed for our
students. The following topics will be covered
in eight classes:
·Introduction to Mandarin phonetics system

"

Interestingly, 26 lecturers from our
faculty had voiced their interest in
joining these classes. Prof. Nazrun

·Greetings

will discuss with the APB team to

·My family

curate an appropriate course for

·Date and time

these enthusiastic lecturers.

"

·Body and health
·Feelings
·Common medical symptoms and diseases.

"

A total of 11 Mandarin lecturers, led
by Dr Heng Buai Chin, started the
first online classes on the 19th of
June

2021.

Feedback

from

the

our students (and lecturers) with a lifelong

that

challenging

skill that can improve communications with

language but believed that this would

patients whose first language is Mandarin.

Mandarin

is

a

be a beneficial skill for the rest of

"

their lives.
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The faculty hopes that this initiative will equip

students was encouraging. Many said
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Who knows, perhaps one day we might see
our own version of Shila Amzah, a UiTM
graduate who can converse and even sing in
Mandarin!

FINANCIAL
GORY
The Covid-19 pandemic has caused the world’s
economy to suffer immensely. Some are much
more affected than others. More than ever, it
is essential for us to learn how to manage our
finances to stay afloat during trying times
such as this and perhaps earn a little profit.

The

Faculty

of

Medicine’s

Corporate

Communications Unit proposed the idea of
doing a webinar on financial advice and tips.
After properly brushing out the edges of the
idea, it was finally coming together. The
webinar was set on 23rd of June 2021, at 1:00
pm lunchtime so that more people could join.
It was titled "How to Manage Our Finances
Amidst a Pandemic".

"

The speaker invited was the social
media star Azraei Muhamad, or much
more known as FinancialGory, on

"

Twitter.

MANAGE OUR
FINANCES

"

FinancialGory is a very well known
financial advisor on Twitter who
shares his knowledge on finances,
investments and so on. He’s also
written quite a few books on how one
can increase their financial status

"

within a few years.

ADMIST A PANDEMIC

MED BULL'
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During the webinar, the speaker talked about

Lastly, the speaker also touched on the

ways one can go about starting to get control

argument

of

investing

for

students.

He

of their finances, and how they can maintain

believes that investing is an important aspect

that control. He also talked about finance in

of finance that should not be overlooked, and

its most basic aspect, which is for survival.

for students with some extra cash reserved, it
would be wise for them to stash that extra

"

Focus on your necessities, said Gory.

cash into investments instead of just saving it
in a savings account.

If we were to keep in mind that in
order to survive trying times, we

He also recommends that if one were to get

need to be prepared, then it would

started into investing, unit trust funds are the

make sense for us to save some extra

"

cash for these exact circumstances.

safest and easiest way. It is also important to
listen to advice from those who work as
advisors at ASNB. In these trying times,
perseverance is the key to success.

"

To quote Confucius, “The man who
moves mountains, starts by carrying
small stones”. It does not matter how
small your investment starts on, it
only matters that you keep going and

"

growing from thereon.

The speaker mentioned an analogy that if we
were to be prepared for a rainy day and came
to the office with an umbrella, then it would
not be much of a problem for us to walk
through such rain.
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VERBAL AUTOPSY
WORKSHOP
"

Verbal Autopsy has been introduced
in

the

PURE

Study

due

to

the

differences in availability of medical
personnel, health care utilization,
reporting and certifying practices

"

prevalent in various regions.

The Verbal Autopsy (VA) method has two
components. The first is routine or “lay”
assessment by non-medical staff who use
“verbal autopsy” methods (see below). The
second involves medical evaluation of the field
reports by physicians to arrive at a final cause
of death. An initial household assessment of
the

VERBAL
AUTOPSY 2021
ONLINE WORKSHOP VIA ZOOM
The PURE follow-up study aims to estimate
the number and cause of fatal and non-fatal
events. Once a death has occurred, it is crucial
to find the cause of death. These deaths,

cause

of

investigates

death

the

by

“verbal

train

of

autopsy”

events

and

circumstances at the onset and during illness
leading to death through an interview of
relatives/associates of the deceased.

"

The VA report includes a narrative
story in addition to some structured
questions used to prompt or probe

varying proportions, may be certified by a

family

medical

recollection of events before death.

illness.

practitioner

due

to

a

particular

members

to

help

their

"
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The completed VA report is then reviewed by
a health professional who assigns a cause of
death based on the provided information
(PURE

Study

Adjudicator).

Despite

the

"

This training was conducted yearly to
all PURE Study research assistants as
a

tool

to

substantial misclassification that must be

investigation

expected from introducing VA, it will yield

fieldwork.

much

better

evidence

than

is

currently

available.

"

be

used
of

during

events

the

during

Due to Covid 19 pandemic this year, training
has been shifted to online training. The Verbal
Autopsy Workshop 2021 has run accordingly
as planned. This one and a half days course
run has achieved its objective. It is a revision
to those who were the senior research
assistant. For the new research assistant, this
workshop will help them conduct interviews
with the deceased associates.

"

Definition:
investigates

Verbal
the

train

Autopsy
of

events,

circumstances, symptoms and signs
leading to death through an interview
of relatives or associates of the

"

deceased illness.
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UiTM VIRTUAL
WORKSHOP
Our

honourable

Director

of

the

UiTM

Hospital, Prof. Sazzli Shahlan Kasim, was kind
enough to participate and inaugurate the
workshop.

The

presentations

commenced

with a brief overview of the stroke centres in
Malaysia, which Ms Emileen gave from Angels,
Boehringer pharmaceutical company, who was
also one of the critical members of the
organising committee.

Our esteemed guest speaker was Associate
Prof. Dr Hoo Fan Kee, President of the
Malaysian Stroke Council and Consultant
Neurologist from University Putra Malaysia.
He delivered an excellent talk on “Best stroke
sharing practice from RESQ” and shared a
video of his comprehensive stroke unit, which

UiTM VIRTUAL
STROKE TREATMENT
WORKSHOP 2021
The Neurology Unit of Universiti Teknologi
MARA had successfully conducted its 1st
online “Acute stroke treatment” workshop on
26th June 2021. The primary aim of this

was an eye-opener to all of us.

"

Other distinguished speakers were
Dr Sabariah Jamaluddin, Associate
Professor Dr Hilwati Hashim and
Associate
Bhaskar

Professor
from

the

Dr

Shalini

Emergency,

workshop was to create awareness among our

Radiology and Medicine departments,

young

respectively.

doctors

and

paramedics

on

the

importance of early recognition and prompt

"

treatment of acute stroke.

MED BULL'
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Their

presentations

on

“Pre-hospital/ED

Stroke services”, “Wow- CT Training”, and
“Decision making in hyperacute stroke” were
very inspiring and motivating to the audience.

"

We had a surprise entry by Prof Dr

Ahmad Sobri Muda, Interventional
radiologist

from

Universiti

Putra

Malaysia, who shared his experience
in practical challenges faced during

"

"

Three

young

doctors

who

were

sentenced to be the winners in the
quiz

were

certificates.

awarded

prizes

Encouraging

and

feedback

and valuable comments were received
from the participants, and many of
them wanted to have this workshop

"

conducted once in three months.

stroke thrombectomy.

In conclusion, it must be admitted that this
first workshop is only a beginning. However,
this venture will certainly be a stepping stone
that could serve as a launching pad for our
involvement and participation in much more
extensive

national

and

international

workshops in future on this important topic of
“Acute Stroke Treatment”.

Though this workshop was conducted on the
weekend, we had a total number of 107
participants, most of whom were our staff
members

from

UiTM.

After

an

hour

of

teaching, we had an exciting interactive quiz
session moderated by our neurologist Dr Chun
Seng Phua.
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SEITIVITC
STNEDUT

3MT THESIS
COMPETITION

3 MINUTES
THESIS
COMPETITION
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

the capacity to present a clear, concise and
engaging description of their research is an
essential skill that all graduate researchers
should develop. It also brings our graduate
research community together in a spirited and
research-focused activity, inspiring them to

The 3MT is a professional and highly engaging

share

international competition that challenges PhD

community. Active PhD research students who

students to present their research in the

have completed their proposal defence but

appropriate

non-specialist

not the viva-voce are eligible to compete in

audience in the space of three minutes. In

3MT contests at all levels, including the Asia-

2021, the competition was run as a virtual

Pacific 3MT competition sponsored by the

format, with participants presenting their talk

University of Queensland.

language

to

a

via a pre-recorded video submission.
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The competition is based on the premise that
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their

findings

with

the

wider

On 10th June 2021, fellow PhD students Afiqq

Consecutively, finalists from the two other

Aiman Abd Ghapor and Amirah Ariff had the

categories, Social Science and Technology,

opportunity to represent Universiti Teknologi

were also competing in the same session. Out

MARA (UiTM) in the Science category for the

of all the candidates, only two students will be

National 3 Minute Thesis competition held

chosen to represent Malaysia in the upcoming

virtually by International Islamic University

International 3MT Competition hosted by the

Malaysia Centre for Postgraduate Studies.

University Of Queensland, Australia. Afiqq
Aiman Abd Ghapor was crowned the grand
prize winner of the Science category.

Both of them secured 2nd and 1st place
respectively in the previous 3MT UiTM level
held virtually on 22nd April 2021 hence
qualifies them for the national.

There were two sessions held separately in
this competition, consisting of a semi-final
round in the morning and a final round in the
afternoon. Only five candidates out of the 19

He was awarded RM1500 from IIUM Centre for

were competing for the final round. Afiqq

Postgraduate Studies. Simultaneously, Afiqq

Aiman was voted as the judge’s choice, making

Aiman, along with another grand prize winner

him the 5th contestant competing in the final

of the Social Science category Nik Nor Saffiya

competition held in the afternoon.

from

Universiti

Malaya,

was

selected

to

represent Malaysia in the International 3MT
Competition at the University Of Queensland,
Australia, in September 2021. Afiqq Aiman and
Nik Nor Saffiya rewarded with 750 euros each
sponsored by Springer Nature.

MED BULL'
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THE SOUND OF
SILENCE
On 12th June, a highly anticipated programme
called ‘The Sound of Silence’ had been held
virtually.

The

programme
students

language

UNIMAS
aims

in

experience,

of

co-organised

of

programme

Sound

to

daily

and

Silence
by

and

the

was

a

medical

UiTM.

This

learn

primary

sign

life,

opportunities,

communication

skills

to

students and disseminate information on sign
language. This 1-day event had helped student
deepen

their

understanding

of

the

deaf

community. Other than that, each participant
was given an E-certificates as proof that they
had learned basic sign language.

THE SOUND OF
SILENCE
AMSA HEALTH DAY 2021
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Since there were only a few seats in the
meeting held on Zoom, they managed to show
cast the live session on Facebook due to high
requests. The programme starts with our

A video of a deaf person attempting to interact

presenter

with a waiter at a restaurant has gone viral on

presentation about the deaf community. One

the internet. The waiter thought hard, trying

of the topics presented was ‘ What is it like to

to decode what he meant but to avail.

be deaf?’. According to Helen, deaf people

Therefore in the world of connectivity, we

sometimes feel isolated from the world and

should be able to connect with everyone

hard to get help in an emergency. This

despite their condition. In this case, to fluently

situation faced by the deaf community is one

communicate with a person who cannot

of the main reasons deaf people are twice as

speak, we can at least do our best to

likely to be affected by depression, anxiety,

understand sign language.

and other mental health issues.

MED BULL'
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Helen

Chung

giving

a

brief

At the end of the presentation, Helen gave

Last but not least, they also taught us how to

some quizzes to make her presentation more

understand sign language as the deaf does not

interactive. Some of the questions asked were,

communicate using complete sentences as we

do deaf people read lips and understand

do. They use the technique Subject Verb

everything? The answer is no, deaf people can

Object (SVO).

read lips, but they certainly do not understand
everything.

All in all, it was a fun 1-day programme and a
beneficial one. In 3 hours, we understood
more about the deaf community, learned
primary sign language, and appreciated the
communication with a deaf person.

Since we were learning about sign language,
the next question asked was, is sign language
universal? Again, the answer is no. In Malaysia,
we generally use the Bahasa Isyarat Malaysia
(BIM). Another country, such as America, uses
America Sign Language (ASL).

"

The programme continues with two
other presenters named Hope Lee
and Ernest Ting. They taught us how
to

sign

the

alphabet.

It

was

challenging to follow as it is pretty
complicated, but it becomes more and
more doable as we progress through.
Besides teaching us the alphabets,
they also taught us how to sign
simple and basic words such as ‘thank

"

you, ‘sorry’, ‘excuse me’ and more.

MED BULL'
SECOND EDITION
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FIQH
PERUBATAN
PAPISMA

student

chapter

(PCS),

and

Persatuan Amal Perubatan Ibnu Sina Malaysia
(PAPISMA). The overwhelming number can see
the result of this collaboration of participants
who

participated

in

this

program.

Our

panellist was able to give an immense and
splendid answer to all the questions received.
Question and Answer or QNA session also
went

by

smoothly

as

students

actively

delivered one question after another.

Our first panel, Dr Yasmin Hanani, had
discussed

vaccines

perspective.

COVID-19
VACCINATION
ALLIANCE OF INSANIAH (ALIS)

Alliance of Insaniah (ALIS) had organized a
medical fiqh program called ‘Lets register for
Covid-19’ with the theme ‘Cegah sebelum
Kalah’.

This

program

aims

to

increase

awareness among the society about how
important it is to take the vaccine in this
pandemic. Other than that, in this program,
ALIS had collab successfully with Yayasan
Dakwah Islam Malaysia (YADIM),

19
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based

According

to

on

an

her,

Islamic
scholar’s

agreement on vaccines had been establishing
in the form of a majority agreement. Islam
fully accepts and encourage others to take the
vaccine. Moreover, according to Islam, the
most important thing is maintaining and
sustaining life at this moment of life.

While summarizing the medical fiqh forum, Dr
Suhazeli reminds us to practice the 3W (wash
hands, wear the mask, warn) and avoid 3C
(crowded

place,

confined

place,

intimate

"

Last but not least, organizers were
grateful to be able to be given a
chance to carry out this, even though
it is only virtually. Alhamdulillah, this

conversation).

collaboration between three other

"

organizations was successful.

"

He also reminds us to wear a double
mask whenever we go out and make it

" "

a habit instead of only wearing one.

ALIS agree that shortly this program

Furthermore, in this pandemic, we play a role

should

in making sure not to spread false news and

awareness to the public. Thank you to

always cross-check any information before
sharing it with others.

be

held

again

to

raise

everyone that had involved in this

"

program directly or indirectly.

MED BULL'
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SMART
GENERATION CAMP

Alliance of Insaniah, better known as ALIS, had

The programme was held twice a day for 3-

organized a 3-days programme, especially for

days, consists of morning sessions and night

Year 1 students, called the Smart Generation

sessions. The first session starts with ice

Camp 2.0. This was the second time ALIS held

breaking. The aim of the ice-breaking session

this programme as the first time was being

was for the participants to be familiar with

held back in April. This 3-days programme was

each other. The participants enjoyed the ice-

held on the 11th, 12th, and 13th of June. This

breaking session, which consists of riddles and

programme aimed to revise the basis of Islam

jokes, and ‘Simon says. Next, discussion of the

in

quiz regarding the fundamental of Islam that

3

aspects:

Aqidah

Islamiyyah,

Ibadah

Islamiyyah and Akhlak Islamiyyah. A total of 20

was given beforehand.

students fully participated in this programme.
Although some of the questions were tough,

SMART
GENERATION
CAMP

ALLIANCE OF INSANIAH (ALIS)

the committee members did not go hard on
the

participants

and

gave

a

detailed

explanation for each question. During, Ibadah
Islamiyyah discussion, the participants discuss
the meaning of Ibadah which are loyal,
compliance

and

obey.

Next,

Ibadah

is

classified into 2, mainly general and specific.
Examples of specific Ibadah includes the five
times prayers a day and zakat.

21
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On the other hand, a few Islamic speakers

As for social etiquettes, the speakers discuss

(Ustaz) were invited to discuss the current

how we as Muslims should behave. We should

issue from the Islamic perspective for each

act morally and according to our beliefs, such

session. One of the Ustaz had addressed the

as no harsh words, no inappropriate gestures,

act of giving. One should always be generous

and always respect the elderly.

in every way possible because there was a
saying that goes no one has ever become poor

In conclusion, this 3-days programme had

by giving.

helped nurture and preserve the basics of

"

Besides

Islam in ourselves. A warm thank you to all

that,

another

talk

about

pillars of Iman (rukun iman). The

committee members of the ALIS club who did
their best to make this programme successful.

discussions through the pillars of
Iman

and

how

with

a

deep

understanding of all six pillars, we

"

can increase our faith in Allah.

On the third day, the last session was held
from 9:00 AM until 11:00 AM. In this span of 2
hours, the topics discussed were Akidah
Islamiyah and social etiquette.

"

The meaning of Akidah itself means a
firm determination of the heart and
mind

upon

something,

and

this

"

something implies Islamic principle.

MED BULL'
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